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HeartStrings Pattern: S05 - 6248

Shapely Sandal Socks

Sizing
Instructions for size Small are followed by Medium and Large

in [ , ] brackets with finished measurements as follows –

sock foot circumference: 7½[8¼,9]”

cuff edge to top of heel flap: 5¼[5¾,6¼]”

sock foot length: 8½[9½,10½]”

Heel flap depth and foot of sock can be knitted to length

desired.

The bold lines of textured diamonds play against
tweedy multicolors in these socks featuring a
delightful patterned heel.  Shapely Sandal Socks
provide snuggly warmth even on cool days in
sandals or open-backed slippers.

The tweedy variegation is created by knitting two
strands of fingering weight variegated yarn
together as one. Select the same variegated
colorway for each strand, or even choose two
different colorways for variety and fun.

Pictured in Lorna’s Laces
Shepherd Sock #64 Gold Hill

Yarn and Needles

2 strands of fingering weight yarn are knitted together as one for an equivalent

worsted weight yarn. You will need 175[210,245] yards of fingering weight

sock yarn in each of two yarns, i.e. total of 350[420,490] yards. You can either

choose two yarns of the same, a variegated and a compatible solid color yarn,

or two different variegated colors with compatible color palettes.

Size 4 US / 3.5 mm knitting needles, or size needed to obtain planned gauge.

Instructions are written for a set of 5 double point needles. If you wish to use

another method such as 4 needles or knitting on circular needle(s), just use the

needle references in the instructions to refer to the stitches however you have

placed them on your needle(s).

Gauge: 5½ stitches per inch over stockinette stitch using two fingering weight

yarns held together.
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HeartStrings Pattern: H41 - 6228

Colorful Splendor Lace Scarf

Sizing, Yarn and Needles
325 yards of laceweight yarn for blocked measurements of 8” by 58”. Length
and width can easily be adjusted if desired. If widening or lengthening,
remember to allow additional yarn.

Size 5 us (3.75 mm) needles suggested.

Gauge: Average of 7 stitches per inch over combination of border and main
patterns after blocking under tension.

Show off your favorite bright palette of colors in this simple yet effective lace pattern.

Dramatic colors in hand painted yarn enhance the angular movement of the stockinette-

based lace in the main stitch area of the scarf.

A dainty scalloped edging begins and ends the scarf. The outer border is knit as-you-go
in a textured garter-based lace that sets off the main area with a visual mixing of colors.

Pictured in Schaefer Yarns Andrea hand painted 100% silk laceweight. This bright
palette of gold, rust, brown and fuchsia celebrates an autumn splendor of color.
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HeartStrings Pattern: H40 - 6227

Thinking of YouThinking of YouThinking of YouThinking of YouThinking of You

Sizing
Planned for finished measurements of 5½” by 58”.

Scarf can easily be adjusted for length, allowing of course for additional yarn if making longer.

Yarn and Needles
175 yards of DK or light worsted weight yarn

Size 7 us (4.5 mm) needles suggested

Gauge: 4½ stitches per inch over stockinette stitch

Skill: Easy enough for an experienced beginner with advancing knitting skills.

Both charted and written line-by-line instructions for the Interlocking Hearts panel are included.

Say “I’m thinking of you”

with a hand knit scarf of

lace hearts. Simple and

quick to knit on just 29

stitches.

The scarf begins with a

wavy eyelet rib stitch

symbolizing the twists

and turns of life, and ends

with a band of

interlocking hearts to

express the bonds of

loving friendship.

Pictured in Tilli Tomas Pure and Simple

100% spun silk, color Ruby Wine

“I am very much looking forward to seeing
more HeartStrings patterns from you. Your
patterns are so well written, and creative and
fun.”

– Lynette K.


